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Securing the Future
through Innovation
Logistics – a growing market
“Logistics cover all aspects of coordination and application of information and product transfer by companies
and supply chains, a major influence towards business
success.” This is the definition for “Logistics” as interpreted by the Federal Logistics Association. Almost all
branches of business experience a growing task list for
logistics. It has developed into a general field of its own,
covering process and customer oriented management
concepts and representing a valuable management tool.
Logistics today offer process and customer oriented
solutions for full and partial systems within companies,
conglomerate groups, even global networks. A study
by Swiss research institute Prognos projects the field
of logistics and transport to be one of a total of seven
business branches in Germany with distinct growth
expectancy to the year 2020.
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A central interface
The Ulm / Neu-Ulm business region has gained enormous significance as logistics location during these
developments in recent years. One outstanding feature
is the prime location as one of the most important traffic junctions in the South of Germany. Federal highways
A7 (Flensburg-Füssen) and A8 (Stuttgart-Munich) as
well as Rail lines Amsterdam/Rotterdam-Rhine/RuhrRhine/ Main-Munich-Salzburg-South East Europe and
Paris-Straßburg/Eastern France-Munich-Vienna turn the
region into an ideal Logistics interface with fast and
easy access to all points of the globe. B30 connects
Austria, Switzerland and Italy; B311 leads to the Black
Forest and Switzerland. An additional advantage: the
close proximity to the international airports Stuttgart,
Munich, Augsburg and Friedrichshafen.

New Rail Transfer station
One attractive Logistics focus has developed directly
adjacent to federal Highway A8 in industrial area Ulm
North. The German Transfer Association Rail-Road
(DUSS) mbH has opened a new terminal for combined
traffic there in mid 2005. Four 700 m tracks under two
cranes as well as three storage lanes on a length of 700
m are available for transfer from containers, changing
crates and tractors. When completed, the terminal will
be able to handle up to 120.000 transfers per year. Ulm
transfer station offers eight daily turnovers for connections to all important German business regions and sea
ports.
Freight Traffic Center
In addition a freight traffic center is under construction
at the new rail transfer station. The region is reacting to
the growing demand to shift freight goods from road
to rail transportation. Ten logistics companies, the communities Ulm and Neu-Ulm as well as the Ulm Chamber
of commerce have formed “GVZ Region Ulm / Neu-Ulm
GmbH” – considering the joint effort across federal
state borders, this marks a unique cooperation between
business and community in Germany. GVZ will offer
encompassing logistic services, which will enable an
optimization of transport logistics in the Ulm / Neu-Ulm
region as well as logistic support for local companies,
enhancing value standards within the logistics chain.
About 50 hectares, 25 hectares already on call, are
available on Ulm district property as industrial area for
transport and logistic companies, service facilities and
other businesses with logistics orientation.
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Business Park „Exit 62“
The Ulm North Logistics focus is complemented by neighboring
“Business Park Exit 62“ of Dornstadt community, located directly at
Federal Highway exit Ulm-West (Exit 62). More than 20 hectares are
developed as a business park for industry, trade, logistics, research
and development. Additional 20 hectares are ready for expansion.
Cooperation across Federal State borders
The joint Cooperation Center Traffic and Logistics (KVL) Ulm/Augsburg is unique in Germany as well. Since April 2005 the two Chambers of Commerce Ulm and Swabia have established a competence
center. The office is located in Ulm. Members have border-crossing
access to consulting, service and a broad spectrum of specialized
events out of one source. KVL also contributes it’s expertise towards
establishment and running of the Freight Traffic Center (GVZ) Ulm /
Neu-Ulm, swabian college network Logistics (HNL) and the organization of “Ulm Logistics Day”. This takes place in a 2-year rhythm in
Neu-Ulm, offering a platform for discussion and knowledge transfer
for science and business.
Future Perspectives
The six-lane expansion of Federal Highway A8 and the new construction of ICE rail line Stuttgart-Ulm-Augsburg-Munich are important projects which will further enhance the Logistics location Ulm
/ Neu-Ulm, especially considering the continuous growth of traffic
density in general as well as the growing East-West traffic in the
wake of EU-East expansion. The stage is set.
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Know-how

in Development and Product

More than 10.000 people in the Ulm / Neu-Ulm region are already
employed in the key field of Logistics today. Further 2000 employees address logistic tasks within industry and trade. For numerous
companies with their main facilities located here, the region serves
as a gateway to Austria, Switzerland, the North of Italy and Eastern
Europe. Well-known transport and service companies offer logistics
support.
Delivering the correct amount of the correct product on time to the
point of demand is a daily mission requiring an enormous logistic
performance. Generic pharma giant ratiopharm, headquarters in
Ulm-Donautal, has established a new logistics center in 2000. More
than 1,2 million pharma packages per day originate there, destined
for costumers all over Germany.
One of the two largest central storage facilities for utility vehicle
parts in Europe was constructed by the Winkler group in Ulm
Donautal. There as well we find the logistic center of Ulm construction chemistry specialist Uzin and the distribution center of garden
tool manufacturer GARDENA. Ulm is the source for deliveries to the
main markets Germany and Austria as well as distribution centers
all over Europe.

Reaching from project consulting to realization and further development, Seiffert Group offers solutions for all logistic aspects concerning procurement, storage, production and distribution.
A turnover area of more than 20.000 sqm enables TNT Neu-Ulm
branch to offer excellent transport and service conditions. TNT
Neu-Ulm, together with her largest client, Liebherr Group, has developed a futuristic emergency logistics concept, which safeguards
the worldwide availability of critical spare parts on 365 days a year
around the clock.
Spectacular logistic feats are accomplished on a daily basis by
EvoBus GmbH in Neu-Ulm as well. The complete material package
for a bus made to order has to be on call every 30 minutes. At the
moment the company is planning a new central storage facility on
9,7 hectares in Neu-Ulm.

Right next door C.E.Noerpel GmbH + Co. KG has erected a state
of the art high shelf facility in 2005. Noerpel offers “full service” to
costumers. Products are collected, checked, stored, confectioned
and delivered. This also includes procurement logistics for parts
needed in the production process.
Seifert Logistics GmbH in Ulm Donautal as an international service
provider for transport, shipping and logistics has placed the main
focus on contract logistics and supply chain management. For
example, Seiffert in Ulm trades and distributes about 1,6 million
highly sensitive discs for Europe’s two largest glass manufacturers.
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Honold Logistics Group GmbH & Co. in Neu-Ulm has developed
into one of the fastest growing companies in the field in Southern
Germany. The company’s logistics segment covers warehouse
logistics, e-commerce, storage and transport solutions, supply chain
management, line feeding concepts, special packing requirements
as well as complete service including call-center and debit management. The Ulm location has added a new high shelf facility by the
end of 2005.
International Transport and logistics service provider DACHSER
has established one of their largest sites in Langenau. Well-known
industry as well as foodstuff manufacturers take advantage of the
logistic center’s storage and transport capabilities in direct location
at the federal highway junction A7/A8 for distribution in Germany
and as a gate for Europe. The Langenau location offers storage
space in four different temperature zones on 63.000 palette lots on
an open area of 125.000 square meters and 35.800 square meters
indoors.
German-Swiss logistics group Kühne & Nagel operates one of
Europe’s five spare parts facilities for utility vehicle manufacturer
Iveco in Langenau, right at federal Highway A7. Gautzsch, an
importer of garden furniture, delivers to the whole of Southern
Germany out of their central storage facility at federal highway
A8 in Ulm North. A newcomer to the industrial area Ulm North is
the central storage facility of Peek & Cloppenburg for Southern
Germany. Not far away we find the huge central storage facility of
drugstore company Müller.
A specialist for planning of logistics facilities and constructions is
Ulm based IWL AG. Some of their clients: Pharmaceutical manufacturer Roche Diagnostics in Mannheim, who had a 65 Million Euro
distribution center built by IWL. In Liechtenstein, IWL is planning
a logistics platform for Hilti; in our own region IWL is responsible
for Gardena distribution as well as the Aliud Pharma logistic center
in Laichingen. IWL’s complete range of service covers process and

material flow optimization combined with planning competence for
facilities, information systems and constructions.
If new logistics constructions are called for, Nething general planner
in Neu-Ulm is the right contact. For 38 years Nething developes
future oriented logistics constructions in dialogue with their contractors – f.i. Merckle ratiopharm, EvoBus, Ventana Cargo, Arcese
Trasporti and Fruchthof Nagel. Adhering to the principle “form
follows flow”, process adapted building structures are designed
and optimized concerning flexibility and overall efficiency.
Scherr+Klimke AG business branch “logistics engineering”, located
in Ulm, attends and supports companies in the reorganization and
reorientation of business practice and processes. Main focus within
the planning and consulting job is set on the subjects of logistics
optimization and supply chain management, new structuring of
production and logistics networks as well as location, factory structure and planning.
Especially to the logistics field, Euro Telematik AG provides a modular fleet telematics solution: from simple locating and disposition through tour control all the way to signed delivery scanning.
Interfaces to logistic ERP-systems, such as SAP, are also available.
This solution emphasizes the mobile idea and process optimization
in the supply chain.
TRANSPOREON has established itself as market leader in direct
networking between load and freight. Product family TISYS – a
communication platform for transport logistics –a uniform software
surface unites all functions necessary in the cooperation of loading
personnel, freight leader, driver and recipients.
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Knowledge

creates Profile

Knowledge creates Profile
Rapid progress in information and communication systems and the
continuous overall process orientation determine practical application in the field of logistics. This leads to the growing importance of
scientific engineering research and innovation. It is a research challenge to deliver problem solutions adapted to market requirements,
keeping companies ahead in the competitive running. Companies
in the Ulm / Neu-Ulm region profit by the logistics competence at
Ulm University and Ulm and Neu-Ulm Polytechnic Colleges.

The mathematics and business science faculty covers logistics
optimization processes. The department for optimization and
operations research develops algorithms for stochastic and discrete
optimization problems, especially in the field of transport and tour
planning.
Ulm company TRANSPOREON is a “spin-off” whose executives originate from Ulm University as well as Ulm Polytechnic College. Their
disposition software has established the company as market leader
in direct relation systems for loaders and freight leaders.
Ulm Polytechnic College

Ulm University
Logistics Research at Ulm University is concentrated in the faculties
for engineering science, informatics, mathematics and business
science. Prominent within the engineering faculty: the department
for measuring, controlling and micro engineering, covering for
instance storage management processes and – within the field
of automation engineering – crane steering, autonomous service
systems and driver assistance systems. The competence center for
automotive electronics and information systems offers research,
development, consulting and training services for mobile system
environments. Excellent synergy effects for projects are the result of
the consolidation of four departments out of the fields of networks,
multimedia, energy engineering and sensory data processing.
The departments “data banks and information systems”, “artificial intelligence” and “media informatics” within the informatics
faculty research various components involved in logistics processes,
such as electronic shop systems, agent systems, specification and
verification of safety installations as well as workflow management
software.

Bachelor study course Business Engineering / Logistics
This is a joint study course of Ulm and Neu-Ulm Polytechnic Colleges with the key subject logistics know-how for business logistics
and international logistics networks. More and more industry, trade
and service are dependent upon employees who are able to design
and control complex logistics systems. More than 20 partner companies as well as the institute for business organization and logistics
at Ulm Polytechnic College guarantee the practical orientation of
the study course.
Institute for Business Organization and Logistics (IBL)
According to studies by the Federal Logistics Association, networking of companies will be the mega trend in coming years. IBL at
Ulm Polytechnic College combines competence in science, research
and development. Consulting and know-how transfer in the areas
of logistics and supply chain management are on offer to industry,
trade and service companies. A well equipped RFID laboratory is
available. Logistics process simulators enable supply chain process
optimization. Numerous logistics scenarios offer effective employee
training.
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Companies may take advantage of the combined know-how of 7
professors at the institute, covering following fields: Improvement
of procurement supply chains, analysis of internal logistics processes, commission and distribution process optimization as well
as the development of tools and bench marks for supply chain
management and operation organization integration.
Steinbeis Transfer Center Operation Organization (TBO)
Internal operation structures and processes are experiencing a
continuous and rapid change: products change within the life cycle,
technologies are replaced and employees fluctuate. To secure competitive status, companies have to anticipate tomorrow’s requirements today. TBO is the qualified partner for a successful handling
of operation organization and logistics changes. Sustainable cost
and time advantages are realized with innovative organization
methods.
Neu-Ulm Polytechnic College
Study Course Logistics
In addition to the joint bachelor study course with Ulm Polytechnic
College business engineering / logistics (s.a.) Neu-Ulm Polytechnic
College also offers “logistics” as well as “traffic, environment and
international logistics” within the study course business management. Financed by the city of Neu-Ulm, the district of Neu-Ulm
and the Neu-Ulm/Illertissen savings bank as foundation members,
Neu-Ulm Polytechnic College has filled the Chair for Logistics. This
professorship has set an important mile stone in the expansion of
the logistics competence center for the whole Ulm / Neu-Ulm region. The Chair’s inhabitant wants to create a logistics academy, with
the first objective of offering an MBA for logistics, inspired by the
Hamburg HSL logistics MBA.
For the further education sector a Master course in logistics management is planned within the near future.

Information Logistics
The institute of information logistics (IIL) at Neu-Ulm Polytechnic
College offers branch oriented solutions in information and communication engineering to several fields in addition to the logistics
sector. The institute considers its key competence in the areas of
process optimization, portal and content management, knowledge
management and innovation management.
College Network Logistics Schwaben
Membership in the „College network Logistics Schwaben“ coordinates and enhances logistic know-how at Neu-Ulm and Ulm
Polytechnic Colleges. Augsburg University and Augsburg and
Kempten Polytechnic Colleges are further members. The network
gives effective support to companies interested in development of
logistics structures and processes. The network is completed by the
chamber of commerce Schwaben including the chamber of commerce academy Schwaben and the Ulm chamber of commerce with
their logistics training courses.
Job-oriented and Further Education
Job-oriented as well as further education in the field of logistics is
emphasized at Neu-Ulm trade school. Certified stock managers,
forwarding traders, automotive as well as retail and wholesale personnel and professional drivers from both sides of the federal state
borders receive their training at the Neu-Ulm trade school.
Further education opportunities are available through a close cooperation between the Chambers of Commerce Ulm and Schwaben. Ulm Chamber of Commerce for example offers the courses
“Logistics IHK” or “KEP Manager IHK”. Full-time courses “Supply
chain manager IHK”, “Logistics Controller IHK” and “Logistics
Project Manager IHK” are part of a further education system with
plans for a Master certificate in the future.
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www.dachser.com

www.euro-telematik.de

www.honold-logistik.de

www.iwl.de / www.the-scg.com

www.nething-generalplaner.de

www.noerpel.de

www.scherr-klimke.de

www.seifert-logistics.com

www.tnt.de

www.transporeon.com

Members of GVZ Region Ulm/Neu-Ulm GmbH (Freight Traffic Center Ulm/Neu-Ulm)
Richard Hawlitschek
Internationale Spedition
Graf-Bertold-Str. 13
89312 Günzburg

www.auto-mann.com

www.diesch-spedition.de

www.honold-logistik.de

www.spedition-janz.de

www.spedition-kolbe.de

www.neu-ulm.de

www.noerpel.de

www.seifert-logistics.com

Office
City Development Association Ulm / Neu-Ulm
Augsburger Straße 15
89231 Neu-Ulm
Tel. ++49 - (0)7 31 / 7 25-62 62
Fax ++49 - (0)7 31 / 7 25-62 61
info@stadtentwicklungsverband.ulm.de
www.stadtentwicklungsverband.ulm.de

www.ulm.de
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